TEAMMACHINE

10 YEARS IN THE LEAD

10 years ago, we launched a bike that kickstarted a
revolution in the design and construction of the
performance road bike. Our flagship platform, the
Teammachine SLR, has won every major title that a
bike can win including: Monuments, World
Championships, Olympic Games and the Tour de
France.
With the newest Teammachine SLR design, we’ve
changed the game again, as we set out to lead for another
10 years.

The first BMC monocoque bike
is created, using BMC‘s
proprietary Tuned Compliance
Concept (TCC), featuring a new
design concept with dropped
seatstays. BMC is established
as a player in the performance
bike game, finding immediate
success and winning the Tour de
France. The SLR platform is born.

The third generation Teammachine
SLR is launched, featuring classleading integration, iconic SLR
performance, the introduction of
disc brakes and the implementation
of our Integrated Cockpit System (ICS).

BMC develops the industry first
Accelerated Composites Evolution Technology. ACE is used to
design the second generation
Teammachine SLR.

2012
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2014
In it’s second year of existence,
the new SLR platform finds
further success, with Philippe
Gilbert winning atop the
infamous Cauberg to take the
2012 World Championship title.

2017
Already a Tour, Monument and
World Championship winning
bike. The second generation
Teammachine SLR is used by
Greg Van Avermaet to win
possibly one of the most sought
after titles in sport, and takes
Olympic gold in Rio.

Which brings us to today, and the launch of the
new Teammachine SLR. In the continued quest
for ultimate performance, BMC engineers have
pushed further and used the combined
knowledge from the past decade to deliver a
class-leading frameset ready for the future.

POWER TRANSFER
LIGHTWEIGHT
COMPLIANCE
+AERODYNAMICS

INTRODUCING
Meet the perfect balance of performance, with
a plus. The advanced ACE technology was
developed by BMC to empower the
performance and success legacy of the
Teammachine SLR.
ACE creates thousands of virtual prototypes to
achieve the perfect balance of performance
based on three key parameters: Stiffness,
Weight and Compliance.
The quest to create the ultimate race bike has
seen us optimizing the ACE technology, as the
latest iteration introduces a fourth key factor to
the performance formula: Aerodynamics. The
result? ACE+ has produced the fastest
Teammachine SLR ever designed.

FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION
PERFORMANCE: AEROCORE
Based on the results of our ACE+ software and the
learnings of the Timemachine Road platform, we
introduce the all-new Aerocore design.
The Aerocore system utilizes functional elements, water
bottles and bottle cages, to improve aerodynamic
performance achieving ultimate performance through
functional integration.
Aerocore consists of two superlight carbon cages that
seamlessly integrate into the reshaped downtube and seat
tube, resulting in significant drag reduction when used with
bottles.
This achieves an improved aerodynamic performance and a
seamless design, while still keeping tabs on stiffness, low
weight and compliance.

INTRODUCING ICS CARBON
The all new ICS
Carbon sports a low-weight, one-piecedesign, with high stiffness and stealth
cable routing,
resulting in performance and aesthetics
that match the all new Teammachine
SLR 01.
ICS Carbon is designed with a nocompromise approach to create
one of the lightest cockpits on
the market and raise the
componentry bar.
Key Facts & Figures
305g weight
-12.5 degrees
Available in sizes:
400 & 420mm
Stem Lengths:
90, 100, 110, 120, 130 & 140mm

ICS2 AN EVOLUTION IN
INTEGRATION
The evolution of the iconic ICS01 stem.
ICS2 has been optimized with a sleek new
design to maintain the functionality of the iconic
ICS01 stem, but with even lower weight and
improved stiffness.
Another example of our drive to push bike
design and functional integration, ICS2 is set to
become the world’s most adaptable integrated
cockpit system.
The ICS2 stems are available in the following
stem lengths:
•
•
•
•
•

•

90mm
100mm
110mm
120mm
130mm
140mm

STIFFNESS WHERE IT’S NEEDED
Not just another case of stiffer is better, but
stiffness where it matters in order to improve
the bike’s performance and handling.
Increased bottom bracket and torsional
stiffness - Renowned for its power transfer,
the new Teammachine SLR goes one step
further with a wider bottom bracket contact
area provided by the new downtube shape
and the optimized carbon layup.
Stiffer front end for better handling Headtube, fork, steerer and ICS bar system;
every element was considered and improved
in order to deliver highest-degree
responsiveness and agility.

WHEN WEIGHT MATTERS
All-new Integrated Cockpit
System (ICS),

D-Shape Seatpost

with significant weight savings

Improved seatpost design
removing any excess materials

Super light
Carbon Bottle Cages

Stealth Dropout Design

Low Paint Weight

Allows us to do away with
unnecessary parts and to
save even more grams

Minimalistic paint
significantly reduces
overall weight

An overall 9% weight saving compared to previous
generations, including bottle cages

COMFORT IS SPEED
Thanks to the latest evolution of the Tuned
Compliance Concept technology, the new
Teammachine is more compliant than ever.
TCC allows for the fine tuning of the carbon
layups to deliver compliance levels tailored to
specific styles and terrains.
TCC Race, allows essential vertical flex in frame
and seatpost, to improve traction and control,
resulting in reduced muscle fatigue.
Because comfort is speed.

MEET THE + AERODYNAMICS
Designed with ACE+ technology and leveraging years of
aerodynamic knowledge from creating the world’s fastest
road and time trial bikes, this is the most aerodynamic
Teammachine SLR ever designed.
A shortlist of tube shapes provided by our ACE+
software has been validated by in-depth analysis of
Computational Fluid Dynamics simulations, and
benchmarked against relevant competitor models and
the previous generation of Teammachine.
Reengineered tube shapes and functional integration
are the key design pillars produced by the all-new
ACE+ technology. Every component has been
integrated into the design for a high-performance
aero package.

AERODYNAMICS WHERE YOU CAN SEE IT

Integrated Cockpit Systems

Downtube

D-Shape Seatpost

ICS technology came to life when most brands
were using external cables and classic cockpits
on their Aero platforms. It still leads the market
with the all-new ICS Carbon and ICS2 cockpits.

The downtube defines the identity of the new
Teammachine with a completely new shape. It
features a greater overall surface with reduced
edges for improved lateral stiffness and a Kamm
tail profile to combine aerodynamic performance
with weight reduction. The reshaped downtube is
also one of the key components to the
revolutionary Aerocore system, creating a
seamless transition to the Aerocore bottle cages.

A perfect fit for the new Teammachine SLR,
improved seatpost design provides aerodynamic
benefits.

Fork Profile
The fork has been aerodynamically reshaped
based on the outcome of the ACE+ software and
the learnings of the Timemachine Road platform.
The stealth dropout design with an integrated
thru-axle nut shows that high technical
proficiency can go hand in hand with beautiful,
minimalist aesthetics

RIDER FOCUSED FEATURES
Ultimately, it’s you that rides and works on
your bike, so we made a number of
improvements to enhance your
Teammachine experience:
• New front brake mount for simple 		
and precise adjustment
• Stealth dropouts allow to reduce 		
weight and improve the silhouette 		
of the bike
• Tire clearance up to 30mm allows
to adapt to road conditions and 		
personal preferences
• Reinforced rear derailleur
hanger design survives racing
abuse
• Easier to work, reliable to 		
ride and future proof.
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